Progressive Semisupervised Learning of Multiple Classifiers.
Semisupervised learning methods are often adopted to handle datasets with very small number of labeled samples. However, conventional semisupervised ensemble learning approaches have two limitations: 1) most of them cannot obtain satisfactory results on high dimensional datasets with limited labels and 2) they usually do not consider how to use an optimization process to enlarge the training set. In this paper, we propose the progressive semisupervised ensemble learning approach (PSEMISEL) to address the above limitations and handle datasets with very small number of labeled samples. When compared with traditional semisupervised ensemble learning approaches, PSEMISEL is characterized by two properties: 1) it adopts the random subspace technique to investigate the structure of the dataset in the subspaces and 2) a progressive training set generation process and a self evolutionary sample selection process are proposed to enlarge the training set. We also use a set of nonparametric tests to compare different semisupervised ensemble learning methods over multiple datasets. The experimental results on 18 real-world datasets from the University of California, Irvine machine learning repository show that PSEMISEL works well on most of the real-world datasets, and outperforms other state-of-the-art approaches on 10 out of 18 datasets.